QM/MM ONIOM scheme segvaults

Description
QM/MM segvaults when using the ONIOM scheme due to a null pointer dereference.

Associated revisions
Revision d92ed676 - 08/21/2018 10:07 AM - Berk Hess
Fixed mdrun segv with QM/MM ONIOM scheme
Fixes #2617
Change-id: i097d392ea53aef589042df50748666e07a0ce5c5

History
#1 - 08/21/2018 10:07 AM - Gerrit Code Review Bot
Gerrit received a related patchset '1' for Issue #2617.
Uploader: Berk Hess (hess@kth.se)
Change-id: gromacs~release-2018~i097d392ea53aef589042df50748666e07a0ce5c5
Gerrit URL: https://gerrit.gromacs.org/8206

#2 - 08/21/2018 12:30 PM - Berk Hess
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

Applied in changeset d92ed6762b9aceee7e6a5bcbdf42562fccc7a4bc574.

#3 - 08/22/2018 11:21 AM - Paul Bauer
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed